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Abstract—A cloud mutual authentication scheme (C-MAS) is 
proposed to solve the problem of authentication between user 
and cloud computing server. Trusted computing technology 
and traditional smart card methods are used in cloud 
computing service platform. The scheme completes the 
authentication of both sides in cloud computing, generates the 
session key according consulting, at the same time, verifies the 
credibility of cloud service platform. Analysis shows that our 
scheme can resist various kinds of possible attacks, so it is 
therefore more secure than other schemes. And the computing 
time meet the requirements of cloud computing environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As a new concept and technology, cloud computing has 
attract extensive attention in the world [1]. Cloud security is 
the most problem in cloud computing [2]. In cloud 
computing mode, the user's data stored in cloud service 
provider data center and calculation operation also worked in 
the environment. Users shared data center and all kinds of 
resources. In order to ensure the safety of the cloud system, 
must build a strong mutual authentication mechanism [3]. 
Due to the special advantages of the trusted computing 
technology in network, trusted computing technology is 
applied to cloud computing service platform. A mutual 
authentication scheme based on the trusted cloud computing 
platform is proposed to solve the problem of mutual 
authentication between user and cloud computing server in 
the cloud computing service environment.  

II. TRUSTED CLOUD COMPUTING PLATFROM 

The core of the trusted computing technology is trusted 
platform module (TPM) which is embedded in the terminal 
platform. TPM provides hardware security for various 
credible mechanism and function in all types of computing 
platform [4]. 

Authentication is the important mechanism and the 
foundation to realize the security of cloud computing system. 
It provides the security guarantee for cloud user's real 
identity [5]. Compared with the traditional security 
mechanism, utilizing the TPM has more security and privacy. 
The TPM takes the unique encryption key into hardware 
which can not encroach. The root storage key which store in 
TPM key management bottom, for a trusted platform module 
owner is unique. Using the trusted platform module which is 
in hardware architecture, the server can create a public and 

private key instance: (PK, SK). This key is root storage key 
derivative key, and specific to  hardware of server [6]. From 
the system start to establish execution environment, TPM 
measures platform hardware and software components. The 
corresponding hash value integrity measure information 
saved in a group of PCR register of TPM. At the same time 
the created events recorded in storage measurement log 
(SML). PCR value and SML value are together used to 
verify the platform state for user. The trusted cloud 
computing platform framework is shown in figure 1: 
 

                    
Figure1.  Trusted cloud computing platform 

 

III. TRUSTED MUTUAL AUTHENTICATION SCHEME  

The scheme scene model is shown in figure 2. User, 
cloud server (TPM) and CA (Certificate Authority) can 
access each other in the internet. After finishing registration 
in cloud server platform, the user gets smart card and 
accesses to cloud server through client. Cloud server and the 
user finished the attestation. CA manages the public key 
which is corresponds to the identity of cloud server (TPM). 
The user who has smart card can proposes query for CA, 
tests the consistency about public key and cloud server 
identity [7].  
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Figure2.  Scheme scene model 

 
User sends request to cloud server through the smart card. 

The scheme include registration, login and password change 
three phase in the process of implementation. We assume 
that the user's terminal platform is credible and in registered 
stage user and cloud server provider are both honest [8]. The 
symbols in this paper are shown in tableⅠ: 
 
                              TABLEⅠ.     NOTATIONS 

 

A. Registration Phase 
The registration phase includes two parts, one is the user 

sends registration request to cloud server, and the second is 
cloud server issues registration information to the user. The 
steps are as follows: ① When user sending register request 
to cloud server, user should choose a identity (ID), password 
(PW) and a random number "n", calculate h(PW⊕n), send 
ID and h(PW⊕n) to cloud server. ② Cloud server calculates 
PID=h (ID‖ x), R=PID⊕ h(PW⊕ n) after receive user 
registration request. "X" is the secret number cloud server 
select, and for security reason it should be greater than 100 
bit. Choose a big prime number "P" and g ∈GF(P); Cloud 
server uses trusted platform module (TPM) which in 
hardware architecture to create public key and privacy key 

(PK, SK); Cloud server takes the message {R、P、g、h 
(.)、PK} issued to user smart card through security channel. 
③ User takes ID and the number "n" input to smart card, and 
now the information {ID、R、P、g、h(.)、PK、n} stored 
in smart card. And user doesn't need to remember the 
number "n".  

B. Login Phase 
User takes smart card into the terminal card reader, enter 

ID and PW. Smart card first checks whether the format of ID 
is valid, if the ID is invalid, the smart card refused user's 
authentication request. If pass, perform the following 
operation: 

• User generates a temporary random number "r" and 
a secret number "a", calculates PID=R⊕h(PW⊕n), 
KU=g a mod P, C1=PID⊕h(r⊕n), C2=h(h (r⊕n)⊕
T1). T1 is the local time stamp. And then user 
calculates HU=h(ID，C1，C2，KU，T1), sends the 
message M1={ID，C1，C2，KU，T1，HU} to cloud 
server. 

• After receive the message M1, Cloud server checks 
T1'−T1≤△T. T1' is cloud server current time stamp, 
△T is the legal communication delay. If established, 
then calculates HU'= h(ID，C1，C2，KU ，T1). 
Through judge HU and HU is consistent, cloud server 
verify the integrity of user's message. If the 
verification passed, calculates PID=h(ID ‖ x), 
C1'=PID⊕C1 and C2'=h(C1'⊕T1); At last if C2' is 
equal to C2, the cloud server can determine the user 
is legal. 

• Cloud server chooses a secret number "b" and the 
information KU, calculates KS=g b mod P, KUS=(KU) b= 
(g a)b mod P. Through TPM chip cloud server 
calculates the platform integrity check value PCRS. 
PCRS=SHA (PCR0‖ PCR1‖…‖PCRN). Signing 
the message C3 with private key SK: C3=Sig{C1'，
PCRS}SK; Loading platform security measure log: 
L=Log(SML); Computing HS=h(C3，KS，L，T2), 
T2  is the time stamp S produce. At last, cloud server 
sends message M2= {C3，KS，L，T2，HS} to the 
user. 

• After receive the news M2, user first checks the time 
stamp T2. Judge T2'−T2≤△T is right or not. T2' is 
the user current time stamp. If right, calculates 
HS'=h(C3，KS，L，T2), judges Hs' and Hs is equal 
or not. If equal, user decryption C3 gets the value of 
C1'and PCRS. If h (r⊕n) is equal to C1', the user can 
confirm cloud server. At last, user calculates the 
final session key: KUS = (KS ）

a mod P= (g b) a mod P. 
• User verify the cloud computing service platform 

integrity to ensure the server system configuration 
information meet the safety strategy. That means 
judges the server status is credible or not. 
Recounting the PCRS'= SHA(PCR0‖ PCR1‖…‖
PCRN) make use of the value of L. If PCRS' and 
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PCRS are consistent, we can confirm the integrity of 
cloud server platform. 

Finally, the user and cloud server complete the mutual 
identity authentication. And at the same time user confirm 
the integrity of server platform. The cloud server provides 
services and data which is protected by session key KUS to 
user. 

C. Password Change Phase 
After finished login and authentication phase, the user 

can request change password. First enter the new password 
PWnew, the smart card calculates Rnew =R⊕h(PW⊕n)⊕
h(PWnew⊕n) =h (ID‖x)⊕h(PWnew⊕n). Then Rnew will take 
the place of R stored in smart card. 

IV. SCHEME ANALYSES 

A. Security Analysis 
This paper provides a mutual authentication scheme for 

user and cloud service provider in cloud computing 
environment. With the help of TPM inherent attribute, the 
scheme realizes the authentication for cloud server identity 
and platform status. The specific situation analysis is as 
follows: 

• Replay Attack: In login authentication stage, the user 
sends the message includes time stamp T1. The time 
stamp can effectively prevent message replay attack.  

• Denial of service attack: User can request access to 
cloud server by providing the correct ID. The ID has 
been verified from smart card. User ID and smart 
card are bound together. If can't receive the smart 
card and the corresponding ID at the same time, the 
attacker can't launch denial of service attack to cloud 
server. 

• Password guessing attack: Including online 
password guessing attack and offline password 
guessing attack. According to the online password 
guessing attack the system can restrict user unit time 
login number to stop the online password guessing 
attack. The attacker can get the information stored in 
the smart card when they get the lost smart card. The 
information are {ID、R、P、g、h (.)、PK、n }, 
but the attack can't get the information about user's 
password. In addition, the message h (ID‖x) is 
confidential for others. So attacker can't launch 
offline password guessing attack through R and n. 

• Impersonation attack: Assume that the attacker 
intercept the message of M1, obtained the value of C1 
and C2. But the attacker don't know the secret 
number "a" of user, the attacker will still can't 
camouflage user identity contact with cloud server in 
the subsequent steps. Similarly, if attacker attempt to 
deceive user, the attack must have a valid message 
C3. From the paper we know, the message C3 is 
encrypted by the private key SK. And because of the 
characteristics of asymmetric key, it is not possible 
for attacker decrypt the message C3. The attack can't 
acquire the private key from the TPM platform. The 

signature can not be falsified. In addition, the 
attackers don’t know the secret number "b" of cloud 
server. At last, the attack would be failed. 

• Cloud platform internal attack: Because user register 
to cloud server for h (PW⊕n) in stead of PW, the 
cloud platform internal personnel can't know PW 
directly. And the number of "n" is not send to cloud 
server, attacker can't get PW by offline guessing 
attack from the message h (PW⊕n). So the scheme 
can resist this attack.  

• Forward secrecy attack: Through eavesdropping the 
login and verification process between user and 
cloud server the attacker will get the message of 
{ID，C1，C2，C3，KU，KS，L，T1，T2}. From 
C1, C2, C3 and L can't get useful information. KU=g a 
mod P, KS=g b mod P, KUS= (g a) b mod P. The 
attacker can't obtain the session key KUS form KU 
and KS. The above information are noting with 
password, Even get user's password, the attacker still 
can't obtain user and server previous sharing key. 

B. Performance Analysis 
The computing time of this scheme meet the 

requirements of cloud computing environment. All kinds of 
computing time symbols defined as shown in table Ⅱ . 
Analysis shows that the scheme in the paper computing time 
are T=13Th +12Txor+4Texp +1Tsig+1Tpk+2TPCR +1Tlog. Among 
them, the registered stage are 2Th +2Txor, the login stage are 
9Th +7Txor +4Texp +1Tsig+1Tpk+2TPCR + 1Tlog, the password 
change stage are 2Th +3Txor. In the stage of validate the 
credibility of the cloud server platform, the increase time is 
2TPCR + 1Tlog. The validation just need a couple of times hash 
operation. User can select a certain number randomly from 
PCR for validation. So in order to provide more security of 
the scheme the increase time is necessary.  
 

TABLE Ⅱ.     NOTATIONS 

 
 
The proposed work has been implemented using 

Microsoft Visual C++6.0 and SQL Server 2000 as the 
backed on Windows Platform. The Hardware and Software 
Configurations used as follows. The hardware configuration 
used in this implementation work are: The Intel(R) Core(TM) 
2 E7500 processor with the operating frequency 2.93GHz,       
the Main Memory used is 1.98GB RAM, and the 300GB 
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TABLE Ⅲ.  PROCESSING TIME FOR VARIOUS OPERATIONS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
TABLE Ⅳ. OPERATIONS AND PROCESSING TIME FOR VARIOUS SCHEMES 

 

 JUANG scheme[9] FAN scheme[10] SANTHOSH scheme[11] YANG scheme[7] The proposed scheme 

XOR computations 1 3 12 12 9 

Exponentiation 4 1 --- 15 7 

Hash computations 5 4 6 4 4 

Encryption 3 3 2 1 1 

Decryption 3 4 2 1 1 

Total processing time 23759143.04 27660827.332 17018551.998 9131264.207 9031187.832 

 
Hard Disk Drive. The software configurations used are: 32-
Bit Microsoft Windows XP Operating System, the C++ is 
used as Front End, and the SQL Server 2000 is used as 
backend. The length of all kinds of operation data is less 
than 256 bit. The processing time of each operation in login 
stage is shown in tableⅢ. 

TableⅣ shows the operations and the total processing 
time(in nanoseconds) for different smart card authentication 
schemes [7,9-11] along with the proposed scheme based on 
the hardware and software configurations used in the 
implementation of this authentication scheme. 

Analysis shows that the proposed scheme consumes less 
processing time, when compared with the other mentioned 
authentication schemes. And the scheme has realized more 
security goals. Therefore, the proposed authentication 
scheme performs better than the other compared and 
discussed smart card authentication schemes. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This article discussed a new smart card mutual 
authentication scheme based on the trusted cloud computing 
platform. The scheme completes the authentication of both 
sides in cloud computing, generates the session key 
according consulting, at the same time, verifies the 
credibility of cloud service platform. This mutual 
authentication scheme has been implemented. The security 
analysis shows that the proposed scheme provides more 
security features and overcomes all the discussed security 
attack or threats because of the feature of TPM. The 
performance analysis shows that the proposed scheme takes 
much less computation time than the other discussed smart 
card authentication schemes. Due to these features, the 
proposed scheme is a well-secured scheme for smart card in 
cloud computing environment. 
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